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About This Game

Kindled Cavern is a cave exploration adventure for Virtual Reality filled with sights to behold. Waterfalls, bamboo forests, giant
turtles, abandoned bridges and scaffolding, subterranian lakes, and ancient arches fill this explorable cavern. Not to mention the

ghosts!

Fight off enemies, solve puzzles, and collect gold!
There are seven oil pedestals scattered around the cave. All of them must be lit in order to escape the cave.

Your best time and score are saved, so you can replay to do better!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Locomotion: Supports 'Blink' and 'Slide'/'Dash' teleportation.

The game is about 1 hour long for a first playthrough. Though it will vary from person to person.
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Title: Kindled Cavern
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pretty Okay Games
Publisher:
Pretty Okay Games
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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Very unique game. 10\/10. I used to enjoy this game when I bought it, now it's been about 3-4 months since I've played it.
In about 6+ months there is NO patches to fix bugs, and these bugs can lead up to crash and game not saving.

As stated 6+ months ago and still no patch, I would not recommend buying this title.
Current state, even though it is a full release, it is not even in a polished beta stage.

Project is dead.

DO NOT BUY!. A very cute game that perhaps gets a bit too difficult with its own mechanics - less of this game is pure rock
paper scissors than you might think; later on in the game understanding the order of your deck is key, which made it less fun and
more strategic to me. Still, great soundtrack, cool aesthetic, and worth playing. Feels almost Undertale-adjacent in its level of
personality.. It's as if Dungoen Warfare and GemCraft had a secret love child that dissapointed everyone.

In trying to live up to what both families wanted, it fails at being either.. I have known Rico Rodriguez as the professional
liberator of totalitarian regimes since the beginning of the Just Cause franchise. He has been known to do Hollywood-like stunts
and has become more resourceful from one game to the next. In Just Cause 3 Rico is now in Medici, a series of islands in the
Mediterranean where his mother was born. It is mainly tropical, but there is one region on one island with a snowy setting. He
sees that Medici is ruled by Sebastiano Di Ravello with an iron fist. Di Ravello is an egotistical, sadistic tyrant that Rico must
take down.

The explosions in Just Cause 3 are very impressive. It is like setting off a fireworks display. While there is a story, there is so
much more to do in the game. You must liberate settlements within provinces such as towns, military outposts, and military
bases that vary much in size. Liberating settlements leads to eruptions of fire, debris, and chain reactions. Rico has more at his
disposal with tethers that he can use to tether military assets together so that they can collide and explode while saving some
ammo in the process. All military assets have one color in common: red. You get used to seeing the red color in these assets, so
you know that those are to be blown up. Assets include fuel tanks, transformers, antenna towers, satellite dishes, etc. After
destroying the same military assets for a long time, it starts to feel repetitive. A notably new tool that you have at your disposal
is the wingsuit. The wingsuit allows you to fly around from province to province, making your travels more fun and expeditious.
The ability to glide in a wingsuit is truly one of the greatest additions to the Just Cause series. The DLCs like Sky Fortress,
Bavarium Sea Heist, and Mech Land Assault feature more explosions and add a little bit of plot to the game on air, sea, and land
as implied by their respective titles. They take place in isolated provinces never included in the main story. The cutscenes are
quite artistic and different than those in the main game. I think the best of the 3 DLCs is Sky Fortress. Sky Fortress adds a new
twist to the wingsuit, which is made of Bavarium, a unique mineral that is magnetic and has explosive properties. It is mentioned
a lot in the main story. The Bavarium wingsuit added by playing Sky Fortress adds a boost that functions much like a jetpack
and can fire weapons on the fly, making the wingsuit even more fun to use.

There are many challenges around the series of islands of beautiful Medici. Challenges include crash bombs, destruction
frenzies, vehicle races, and wingsuit courses. Crash bombs require you to drive a vehicle rigged with a bomb while trying to
crash the vehicle into a group of military vehicles as you bail out before the inevitable crash. Destruction frenzies require you to
destroy assets in a liberated military settlement while keeping the multiplier up with combo destructions to earn 5 out of 5 gears.
Vehicle races are nothing new since it is all about racing through checkpoints until the last one in a set amount of time. Wingsuit
courses require you to fly through rings while trying to pass through the red center rings for perfect scores and 5 out of 5 gears.
These challenges become repetitive after doing many of them throughout the country, but I found the wingsuit courses to be my
favorite. Wingsuit courses have varied routes and flying majestically while making left and right turns and going up and down to
keep the momentum going is very entertaining. I understand trying to enhance replay value with challenges, but when they feel
repetitive after a while it is not truly enhancing replay value.

Graphically, Just Cause 3 is better than its predecessors. However, it does contain notable glitches. There are some dead bodies
that remain the air, some objects that should be on the ground that are in the air. I played with a GeForce RTX 270 and the
game ran very well with very few crashes. You will probably need a beefy PC to run this game well even with the patches that
were released later.

I think that Just Cause 3 is not a bad game. It is good for an open-world game with some repetitiveness that feels like it lacks
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some depth. I recently played an open-world game like Mad Max and it does not feel as repetitive as Just Cause 3. Mad Max
also has a better storyline. I recommend Just Cause 3 if you love explosions and do not care about how good or bad a story is.
Also, you get to play a very cool and resourceful action hero who knows how to cause chaos. There are other open-world games
with more depth than Just Cause 3.

My Score: 7\/10
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I enjoyed this one a lot. Even on senior level the puzzles were fun but not too aggravating, and the history you uncover in the
house was interesting. The only let-down was the voice acting and the fact that the game doesn't play up the spookiness factor
enough. This could have been one of the scariest Nancy Drew games if the atmosphere lived up to it. As it is it's a fun and but
not too punishing mystery of medium length.. I bought this just because of the one guy who left a negative review about
exclusivity.. I know I'm probably not the only person who will try this game because of the premise, knowing full well that
platformers and jumping puzzles isn't a strong point of mine. I can say that this will be, at times, so rage-inducing that it takes
you right out of the amazing premise. I want to like this so badly, but spend more time angry than admiring the experience.
As mentioned before - platformers and jumping puzzles are a complete challenge for me. It's not helped by the fact that the
jump button doesn't always behave as intended (or, sometimes, at all) when moving\/jumping simultaneously, and there are
some blade deaths I really want to call "BS" on - and if I was better at this kind of game I might be able to overcome those
glaring issues. I have died 200+ times, averaging almost 15 per level, though a couple levels make up for 50+ each.
I'm not sure I'll be able to finish (my profile says something like fourteen hours, it's been less than half that so far, I have a bad
habit of letting things run in the background). This is a fault of mine. I just kind of hoped a game about social anxiety would be
more approachable across the board, and more of an artistic expression of that kind of life (which I live), but I can't sit back and
enjoy that as it's simply in a form that is impossible for me to enjoy, despite trying really hard to grind through it.
I *want* to recommend the game, and do, because I know the shortcomings are mine - but I have to rate this from the
perspective of other people who may be more like me than the other reviewers - curiosity-seekers thinking of taking a risk on
gameplay that isn't for them because they struggle with the game's main themes and want to see that reflected in a game.

[edits because I can't math at 5:51am]. agreed. no vr on story mode.only survival. im getting my money back. An enjoyable
piece of casual fun - but you still have to think your way through.

Don't know that I will play for too long, but the leaderboard is keeping me focused at the moment.. Thought I'd leave a review
for this since it seems to be somewhat overlooked like many of what I'd consider the better Indie VR titles on steam. Put simply
if you enjoy shooting baskets..practicing fouls shots\/jump shots at the gym then this is pretty much that. Physics are about as
spot on as you could imagine with the ability to tweak some of the settings to suit your preference..ie having a true to life
simulation or less physically taxing arcade setup. As far as the shooting mechanics using oculous touch controllers with a bit of
practice and switching the button used to hold the ball to the palm it can feel pretty much the same as shooting a basketball in rl.
haven't mastered it to the point every shot is smooth but getting closer each time i play. Graphics are great and game runs
decently if not 100% smoothly on my rig which is pretty much same as recommended specs. If your on the fence for the
incredibly reasonable price you should buy this one.. Don't be fooled by appearances, this game is truly interresting! Quite a step
up from the previous installment with a lot more to do and story to unfold!

Many people might be skeptical about the game since it does have its share of bugs here and there...But thrust me, the
experience is worth those small cringes!

A diamond in the rough, just waiting to be even better!. J'adore ce jeu. La simulation est pouss\u00e9e \u00e0 un niveau de
d\u00e9tail exceptionnel. La difficult\u00e9 est ajustable \u00e0 votre go\u00fbt, et en coop c'est vraiment tr\u00e8s fun...
sensations fortes au rendez-vous !. Love it..

Bought it minutes after it came out because the demo was so good and as expected it's instantly in my top 5 favorite VR games
so far.. (which is finally becoming a top 10)

The polish is almost at the level of The Lab imo. Not quite as detailed textures but the game looks and feels great (running
perfectly on 970)

While I enjoy GravLab - if you were excited about its premise but let down by the execution - this game is going to fill that
void.. (and while GravLab is similar they are also very different.. its kinda like comparing Street Fighter with Mortal
Kombat..or k'nex and legos)

The physics are great.The levels (so far, at level 20 i think) are progressing well enough - but I'm worried that 50 lvls may not be
enough as they start out quite easy. The first 10-15ish were a breeze..

I hope that someday we'll get a level editor with workshop capability, that would be amazing.
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Just get the demo.
If you like it at all then the full game is absolutely worth the price

edit: It gets much more challenging lvl 20+. Also, I didn't realize there was a 2nd game mode so I'm excited for that. Still would
like an editor tho devs :p
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